
Monday
09/09/2019

*NOTES*

MATH
• Review 5.NBT.1 (place

value), 5.NBT.2 (powers of
ten), 5.NBT.3 (reading,
writing, comparing
decimals), and 5.NBT.4
(rounding decimals)

RESOURCES

RTI/ENRICHMENT

SCIENCE
LEARNING TARGET: I can
formulate a hypothesis and
carry out an experiment to
test my hypothesis and
record data.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILLS:
• Review scientific method

notes from notebook
• Go over how to form a

hypothesis, conduct an
experiment, record data,
explain results, and
develop a conclusion

• Go over the "swing" lab as
a class and expectations
for working with lab
partners and recording
data

APPLICATION: The "swing"
experiment (groups)

Tuesday
09/10/2019

*NOTES*

MATH
Place Value Summative

RESOURCES

RTI/ENRICHMENT

SCIENCE
Review scientific method/
nature of science

Wednesday
09/11/2019

*NOTES*

MATH
LEARNING TARGET: I can
multiply whole numbers using
the standard algorithm.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILLS:
• Multiplication pre-test
• Review strategies for

multiplying whole numbers
• Multiplication PowerPoint -

Day 1
Independent:
• Multiplying 2-3-Digit by

1-Digit Exit Slip A
Centers:
Small Group: Pull students
based on exit slip, use
version B for remediation
Technology: IXL C.2 & C.12
(Must get to 80%), iReady
Interactive Notebook: None
Daily Math Journal: Choose
one place value journal
prompt, answer in 5 or more
sentences in math journal
Application: Multiplication
Color by Number Page
Task Cards: QR Codes &
What's the Error? Cards
Problem of the Day: None
Enrichment: Multi-step task
cards

ACADEMIC LANGUAGE:
area model, dividend, divisor,

Thursday
09/12/2019

*NOTES*

MATH
LEARNING TARGET: I can
multiply whole numbers using
the standard algorithm.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILLS:
• Multiplying 2-digit numbers

by 2-digit numbers
• Multiplication PowerPoint -

Day 2
Independent:
• Multiplying 2-Digit by

2-Digit Exit Slip A
Centers:
Small Group: Pull students
based on exit slip, use
version B for remediation
Technology: IXL C.2 & C.12
(Must get to 80%), iReady
Interactive Notebook: None
Daily Math Journal: Choose
one place value journal
prompt, answer in 5 or more
sentences in math journal
Application: Multiplication
Color by Number Page
Task Cards: QR Codes &
What's the Error? Cards
Problem of the Day: None
Enrichment: Multi-step task
cards

ACADEMIC LANGUAGE:
area model, dividend, divisor,
factor, product, quotient,

Friday
09/13/2019

*NOTES*

MATH
LEARNING TARGET: I can
multiply whole numbers using
the standard algorithm.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILLS:
• Multiplying 3 or 4-digit

numbers by 2-digit
numbers

• Multiplication PowerPoint -
Day 3

Independent:
• Multiplying 3-Digit by

2-Digit Exit Slip A
• Formative
Centers:
Small Group: Pull students
based on exit slip, use
version B for remediation
Technology: IXL C.2 & C.12
(Must get to 80%), iReady
Interactive Notebook: None
Daily Math Journal: Choose
one place value journal
prompt, answer in 5 or more
sentences in math journal
Application: Multiplication
Color by Number Page
Task Cards: QR Codes &
What's the Error? Cards
Problem of the Day: None
Enrichment: Multi-step task
cards

ACADEMIC LANGUAGE:
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ACADEMIC
LANGUAGE: exploration,
research, scientific method,
systematic, observations,
types of scientific
investigations (comparative,
descriptive, experimental)

RESOURCES: (attached)
Standards

SC.5.N.1.3 Recognize and
explain the need for repeated
experimental trials. (DOK 2)
SC.5.N.1.1 Define a
problem, use appropriate
reference materials to
support scientific
understanding, plan and carry
out scientific investigations of
various types such as:
systematic observations,
experiments requiring the
identification of variables,
collecting and organizing
data, interpreting data in
charts, tables, and graphics,
analyze information, make
predictions, and defend
conclusions. (DOK 3)
SC.5.N.1.5 Recognize and
explain that authentic
scientific investigation
frequently does not parallel
the steps of "the scientific
method." (DOK 2)
SC.5.N.2.2 Recognize and
explain that when scientific
investigations are carried out,
the evidence produced by

factor, product, quotient,
rectangular array, standard
algorithm
Standards

MAFS.5.NBT.2.5 Fluently
multiply multi-digit whole
numbers using the standard
algorithm. (DOK 1)

Attachments
MultiDigitMultiplicationQRCodeFun.pdf
2and3DigitMultiplicationColorbyNumberDoandDesign.zip
MultiplicationInteractiveNotebookPockets.pdf
MultiplicationInteractiveNotebookRecordingPage.pdf
ICANDivideandMultWholeNumber.pdf
MutlpicationUsingStandardAlgorithm.pptx

RESOURCES

SCIENCE
Scientific Method/Nature of
Science Summative

rectangular array, standard
algorithm
Standards

MAFS.5.NBT.2.5 Fluently
multiply multi-digit whole
numbers using the standard
algorithm. (DOK 1)

RESOURCES

RTI/ENRICHMENT

SCIENCE
LEARNING TARGET: I can
identify the following
objects of the Solar
System-sun, planets,
moons, asteroids, comets-
and identify the Earth's
position in it.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILLS: Using the
Discovery Education book
SW follow along with T
about the solar system. T
will introduce the following
objects in the Solar
System: sun, planets,
moons, asteroids, and
comets.

Go through the "Engage &
Explore" while students
follow along on their
iPads.

APPLICATION: SW follow
along with T and copy the
following words in their
science notebooks using

area model, dividend, divisor,
factor, product, quotient,
rectangular array, standard
algorithm
Standards

MAFS.5.NBT.2.5 Fluently
multiply multi-digit whole
numbers using the standard
algorithm. (DOK 1)

RESOURCES

RTI/ENRICHMENT

SCIENCE
LEARNING TARGET: I can
identify the following
objects of the Solar
System-sun, planets,
moons, asteroids, comets-
and identify the Earth's
position in it.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILLS: Warm up: DE
Planets in Our Solar
System (Exploration)

Using the interactive
notebook worksheet "the
planets" SW follow along
with T and take notes in
their notebook about the
planets.
watch
clip: http://app.discoveryeducation.com/
learn/videos/
ac756935-dae9-47ad-8281-0e1843f52d90/
min talks about inner and
outer and characteristics.
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those investigations should
be replicable by others. (DOK
2)

Attachments
TheSwingActivity.docx

the online glossary on DE:
Star, Solar System, Orbit,
and Sun

ACADEMIC LANGUAGE:
Atmosphere, asteroid belt,
asteroids, axis, comet,
composition, Earth, gravity,
mass, moon, orbits,
planets, revolution/revolve,
rotation/rotate, Solar
System, star, star pattern/
constellation, sun, tilt.

RESOURCES: Discovery
Education text book and
Ipads.
Standards

SC.5.E.5.3 Distinguish
among the following objects
of the Solar System -- Sun,
planets, moons, asteroids,
comets -- and identify Earth's
position in it. (DOK 3)
SC.5.E.5.2 Recognize the
major common
characteristics of all planets
and compare/contrast the
properties of inner and outer
planets. (DOK 2)

APPLICATION: Interactive
notebook foldable: SW take
notes about the inner and
outer planets. SW label the
planets and write about the
characteristics of inner and
outer planets.

ACADEMIC
LANGUAGE: Atmosphere,
asteroid belt, asteroids,
axis, comet, composition,
Earth, gravity, mass, moon,
orbits, planets, revolution/
revolve, rotation/rotate,
Solar System, star, star
pattern/constellation, sun,
tilt.

RESOURCES: Solar
System and Planets
foldable.
Standards

SC.5.E.5.3 Distinguish
among the following objects
of the Solar System -- Sun,
planets, moons, asteroids,
comets -- and identify Earth's
position in it. (DOK 3)
SC.5.E.5.2 Recognize the
major common
characteristics of all planets
and compare/contrast the
properties of inner and outer
planets. (DOK 2)

Attachments
SolarSystemandPlanetsInteractiveNotebookPages.pdf
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